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Abstract

Developments in social judgment research during the last two decades have broadened
the explanatory power of the information processing perspective by paying attention to
the social context of human judgment, the importance of `warm' cognition, and the role
of nonconscious processes. The application of social cognition theorizing to the forma-
tion of attitude judgments provided new insights into classic issues of attitude research,
suggesting that attitudes may be fruitfully conceptualized as temporary constructions.
Implications of these developments, open issues, and potentially fruitful avenues for
future research are discussed. Copyright # 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

The editors charged the contributors to this millennium series with a daunting task:
`Assess where we are as a ®eld and where we might venture in the new century (and do
so on no more than 40 manuscript pages).' Needless to say, any assessment of where
we are is likely to be controversial and predictions about the future of a creative ®eld
are bound to be wrong. This being said, this article provides an opinionated review of
selected developments in judgment and attitude research and identi®es open issues
that may provide fruitful avenues for future research. Using the information process-
ing paradigm as a backdrop, I ®rst discuss three general developments, namely the
rediscovery of the `social' in social judgment, the renewed interest in `warm' cognition,
and the current fascination with nonconscious processes. Subsequently, I turn to the
implications for attitude research and question the usefulness of the traditional
attitude concept in favor of a mental construal approach.

SOCIAL JUDGMENT AND INFORMATION PROCESSING

Following two decades of research dominated by variations of the cognitive con-
sistency theme, the introduction of the information processing paradigm in the 1970's
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had a liberating in¯uence on social judgment research ( for an introduction to the
paradigm see Lachman, Lachman & Butter®eld, 1979). Drawing on general models of
information encoding, storage and retrieval, social psychologists began to address a
broad range of issues within a uni®ed conceptual framework ( for reviews see Devine,
Hamilton & Ostrom, 1994; Martin & Clark, 1990; Strack, 1988). On the theoretical
side, the traditional organization of the ®eld by substantive topics gave way to an
increasing emphasis on basic processes that cut across diverse phenomena, as
impressively re¯ected in Social Psychology: Handbook of Basic Principles (Higgins &
Kruglanski, 1996). On the methodological side, the new paradigm's emphasis on
detailed process models changed social psychologists' standards for what counts as
appropriate evidence. As Taylor (1998, p. 48) noted, `it was no longer enough to detail
a theoretical model and use the results as con®rmation of the model. If one stated
what one thought the process was, one had to demonstrate the intervening steps.'

As philosophers and historians of science are aware, however, the metaphors that
guide a given paradigm focus attention on some questions at the expense of others,
even if these `other' questions could, in principle, be fruitfully conceptualized within
the paradigm (see Kuhn, 1962; Root-Bernstein, 1989; Weimer & Palermo, 1973). In
the present case, the computer metaphor underlying the information processing
paradigm stimulated extensive research into the encoding, storage, and retrieval of
information that proved extremely fruitful for social judgment research. Other aspects
of human judgment, however, were less likely to come into focus, although they are
amenable to an information processing analysis.

First, the paradigm's focus on encoding, storage and retrieval processes fostered a
concentration on individuals as isolated information processors. This focus resulted
in a neglect of the social context in which humans do much of their thinking, both in
terms of the immediate interactional context and in terms of individuals' embedded-
ness in a broader cultural context. As a result, `social psychology found itself trans-
formed into a ®eld now mainly concerned not with human social action, but with
human beings as thinkers and information processors about social stimuli' (Forgas,
1981, p. 3; see also Fiske, 1992; Schneider, 1991). But even the study of `human beings
as thinkers and information processors' su�ered from this neglect, as subsequent
research into situated cognition, conversational aspects of social judgment, and
cultural variations in basic judgmental processes demonstrated.

Second, re¯ecting its historical roots (see Lachman et al., 1979), the paradigm, as
adopted from cognitive psychology, did not invite attention to subjective experiences
and emotional and motivational in¯uences, thus facilitating an emphasis on `cold'
cognition and deliberate inferences at the expense of research into `warm' cognition
and nonconscious processes ( for critical discussions see Banaji, Lemm & Carpenter,
in press; Kunda, 1999; Sorrentino & Higgins, 1986; Zajonc, 1980). In the process, the
complex treatment of perceivers' goals and needs that characterized the New Look
(e.g. Bruner, 1957), for example, was reduced to simpler processing goals, like
forming an accurate impression versus remembering the material presented in the
experiment (e.g. Hamilton, Katz & Leirer, 1980; for a critical discussion see Hilton &
Darley, 1991). As Taylor (1998, p. 72) observed, `Although social psychologists were
unwilling to adopt a radial behaviorist view of the person, the willingness to live with
a fundamentally cognitive view of the social being, to the relative exclusion of
motivational, a�ective, and behavioral processes took root, at least temporarily'
(emphasis added).
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As social cognition research unfolded, however, all these topics became major foci
of social psychology (and if the reviews of this paper are any indication, some social
cognition researchers may feel that these topics have never been neglected to begin
with). Thus, researchers rediscovered that humans do much of their thinking in a
social context and turned to the exploration of socially situated cognition and the
interplay of cognition and communication in human reasoning. Complementing this
interest in the immediate social context, cultural in¯uences on social judgment are
about to become a `hot' topic. Similarly, the role of moods, emotions, goals and
motivations in human reasoning received considerable attention and the ®eld is
currently experiencing a surge of interest in nonconscious processes. The picture that
emerges from these lines of work is consistent with social psychology's latest
metaphor, that portrays the information processor as a motivated tactician.

This metaphor builds on William James' (1890, p. 333) pragmatic credo that `my
thinking is ®rst and last and always for the sake of my doing'. It emphasizes that
humans have `multiple information processing strategies available, selecting among
them on the basis of goals, motives, needs, and forces in the environment' (Taylor,
1998, p. 50). In fact, even nonconscious, automatic processes are often tuned to
facilitate goal attainment, although the motivated tactician's ability to ¯exibly adjust
cognitive processes to situational requirements is not without limits. Note that this
metaphor does not question the truism that humans are information processors. It
merely highlights that information stands in the service of, and is tuned to meet, the
individual's goals and needs in a given context. Attention to this pragmatic, socially
contextualized, and `warm' nature of human cognition has greatly extended the
explanatory power of the information processing approach beyond the constraints of
the models we initially adopted from cognitive psychology (see Lachman et al., 1979;
Neisser, 1967). In my reading, this extension of the range of questions asked, rather
than the straightforward application of established principles of cognitive psychology
to `social' rather than `nonsocial' objects as targets of judgment, is the key con-
tribution of social cognition research to psychological theorizing. Next, I turn to
selected aspects of these developments.

REDISCOVERING THE `SOCIAL' IN SOCIAL JUDGMENT

If thinking is for doing, we may expect that individuals adjust their cognitive strategies
to the immediate social context. Indeed, a growing body of work demonstrates such
adjustments in response to variables like the accountability of actors (e.g. Tetlock,
1992), their anticipation of audience reactions (e.g. McCann & Higgins, 1992), and
their interdependence and position in a power hierarchy (e.g. Fiske & Depret, 1996).
Unfortunately, a comprehensive review of research into situated cognition is beyond
the scope of this article (see Levine, Resnick & Higgins, 1993; Resnick, Levine &
Teasly, 1991). Instead, I ®rst focus on the social situation that is most relevant to social
judgment research: the research setting in which we test our theories. Subsequently, I
turn to another implication of the notion that thinking is for doing, namely that
cognitive strategies should also be tuned to meet the requirements of the actor's
broader cultural context. Both bodies of research highlight the potential costs of
investigating basic cognitive processes within a very limited social and cultural context.
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Situated Cognition in the Lab: The Case of Judgmental Biases

One of the core intellectual contributions of social judgment research is the ident-
i®cation of a wide range of judgmental biases and shortcomings. No matter what we
think about, we often get it wrong: we rely on nondiagnostic individuating informa-
tion at the expense of more diagnostic baserate information, ignore situational
in¯uences in explaining social behavior, are unduly in¯uenced by surface charac-
teristics of the tasks presented to us, are easily misled by suggestive questions, and so
on and on ( for reviews see Gri�n, Gonzalez & Varey, in press; Nisbett & Ross, 1980;
Kahneman, Slovic & Tversky, 1982). After a quarter century of research into
judgmental biases, the good news is: things aren't (quite) that bad. On the one hand,
the biases identi®ed in this research tradition are robust and reliably replicable.
Moreover, the assumed underlying processes have been con®rmed in numerous
studies. On the other hand, however, the errors we make in the laboratory are much
less likely to result in mistakes in daily life than the research ®ndings would seem to
suggest. Instead, the ®eld's treatment of humans as isolated information processors
has resulted in a profound overestimation of the fallibility of human judgment,
providing an involuntary illustration of the power of situated cognition.

At the heart of this discrepancy is a basic misunderstanding about the nature of
communication in a research setting. According to the tacit assumptions that underlie
the conduct of conversation in daily life, `communicated information comes with a
guarantee of relevance' (Sperber & Wilson, 1986, p. vi) and listeners are entitled to
assume that the speaker tries to be informative, truthful, relevant, and clear.
Moreover, listeners interpret the speakers' utterances `on the assumption that they are
trying to live up to these ideals' (Clark & Clark, 1977, p. 122). Bringing these
assumptions to the research situation, participants assume that every contribution of
the researcher is informative, truthful and clearÐand certainly relevant to the aims of
the ongoing conversation (or why else would it be presented?). Unfortunately, they
miss one crucial point. Whereas the researcher is likely to observe conversational
maxims in daily life, he or she is much less likely to do so in the research setting. In
fact, the researcher may provide information that is neither relevant, nor truthful,
informative and clearÐand may have carefully designed the situation to suggest
otherwise. Having no reason to suspect uncooperative behavior, however, partici-
pants are likely to ®nd meaning the researcher's contributions, rendering logically
irrelevant information conversationally relevant.

Supporting this analysis, a growing body of research demonstrates that many of the
apparent biases and shortcomings of human judgment are attenuated or eliminated
when this basic misunderstanding is taken care of ( for reviews to Bless, Strack &
Schwarz, 1993; Hilton, 1995; Hilton & Slugoski, in press; Schwarz, 1994, 1996). When
participants are aware that the usual `guarantee of relevance' does not hold, they
prefer baserate information over nondiagnostic individuating information (e.g.
Schwarz, Strack, Hilton & Naderer, 1991b; Krosnick, Li & Lehman, 1990); are less
likely to show the fundamental attribution error (e.g. Wright & Wells, 1988); and are
less likely to be in¯uenced by misleading questions in eyewitness testimony (e.g. Dodd
& Bradshaw, 1980). In fact, when explicitly asked, participants usually seem aware
that the normatively irrelevant information is of little informational value (e.g. Miller,
Schmidt, Meyer & Colella, 1984). Nevertheless, they typically proceed to use it
because the sheer fact that it has been presented renders it conversationally relevant in
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the given context. Moreover, increasing individuals' motivation to arrive at a defens-
ible judgment does not attenuate reliance on normatively irrelevant information
presented by the researcher. To the contrary, it increases their e�orts to ®nd meaning
in the material presented to them (e.g. Tetlock & Boettger, 1996).

As a consequence, the procedures typically used in psychological research are likely
to result in an overestimation of the size and the pervasiveness of judgmental biases.
Note, however, that this analysis does not imply that violations of conversational
norms are the sole source of judgmental biases. Like most robust phenomena, judg-
mental biases are likely to have many determinants. If we are to understand their
operation in natural contexts, however, we need to ensure that their emergence in
laboratory experiments does not re¯ect the operation of determinants that are
unlikely to hold in other settings (see Schwarz, 1996). How exactly we can accomplish
this, however, is a tricky and largely unresolved issue that has been insu�ciently
addressed in this line of work.

We now know that we can (a) reliably exaggerate many biases by violating con-
versational norms; can (b) reliably attenuate them by undermining the assumption
that the experimenter is a cooperative communicator; or can (c) often avoid their
emergence by being cooperative communicators who do not present misleading
information in the ®rst place. But where do we go from here? How can we study, for
example, how individuals select, weight, and use information of di�erential diag-
nosticity when every piece of information we present is rendered relevant by the sheer
fact that we present it, thus biasing the very processes we want to explore? One
potentially promising answer is that we need to heed the socially situated nature of
cognition, paying closer attention to the conditions under which people encounter the
tasks of interest in daily life ( for a related discussion see Wyer & Gruenfeld, 1995). As
an example, consider a study on leading questions in eyewitness testimony reported by
Dodd and Bradshaw (1980). Like numerous other researchers, Dodd and Bradshaw
observed that leading questions biased eyewitness memory, yet they only obtained this
e�ect when the misleading question was asked by the experimenter, not when it was
asked by the defendant's lawyer. Presumably, their participants assumed that the
experimenter was a cooperative communicator, whereas their real world knowledge
about the adversarial nature of courtroom proceedings entailed that the defendant's
lawyer may very well not be cooperative. Hence, they drew on the information implied
by the misleading question in the former but not in the latter case, in contrast to the
assumption that misleading question e�ects are due to context independent
distortions of memory (e.g. Loftus, 1979). Findings of this type illustrate how real
world knowledge about the social context a�ects cognitive performance and suggest
that we may miss the boat by limiting our investigations to a social setting that renders
much of this real world knowledge inapplicable: the psychological laboratory.

In fact, the sheer knowledge that one participates in a psychological study may itself
a�ect participants' judgments. For example, Norenzayan and Schwarz (1999)
presented a newspaper account of a mass murder case on the letterhead of an
`Institute for Personality Research' or an `Institute for Social Research' and asked
participants for causal explanations. As expected, participants provided more
dispositional and fewer social explanations when the letterhead identi®ed the
researcher as a personality psychologist rather than a social scientist, resulting in a
stronger fundamental attribution error under `psychological' conditions. This pre-
sumably re¯ects that participants, as cooperative communicators, inferred the
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researcher's likely epistemic interests from the a�liation indicated in the letterhead
and did their best to provide answers that are informative in light of these interests.

Throughout, research into the interplay of cognitive and conversational processes
and the nature of socially situated cognition highlights the need to study social
judgment across a broader range of social settings. Complementing a pragmatic
analysis of judgmental biases, Wyer and Gruenfeld (1995) addressed pragmatic
aspects of person perception, noting that `much of our theoretical and empirical
knowledge about social information processing has been obtained under laboratory
conditions that only faintly resemble the social situations in which information is
usually acquired in everyday life' (p. 49). Their discussion converges with the above
concerns: How can we study which information people search for, and attend to,
when the sheer fact that we present it may distort the very processes we are interested
in? Resolving this issue without giving up the power of controlled experimentation is
one of the key methodological challenges for social judgment research.

Cultural Di�erences in Judgment and Reasoning

Complementing attention to the impact of the immediate social context, social
judgment researchers also began to address cultural in¯uences on reasoning processes
( for reviews see Fiske, Kitamaya, Markus & Nisbett, 1998; Miller, in press; Nisbett,
Peng, Choi & Norenzayan, in press). Their ®ndings challenge the description of `the
mind as a machine or computer that is the same in all times and places, while only the
raw materials processed by the machinery or the data in the computer vary' (Fiske
et al., 1998, p. 918). To date, experimental research has mostly focused on com-
parisons of Western and East Asian cultures and has documented two profound and
related di�erences in reasoning style.

In the social domain, Western cultures conceptualize the self as autonomous and
relatively independent, characterized by unique `internal' attributes that are largely
independent of the momentary social situation. In contrast, East Asian cultures
conceptualize the self as mutually interdependent and constituted in relationship with
others (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). Given these tacit metatheories, Westerners
explain social behavior in terms of individual characteristics, whereas East Asians
draw on the social ®eld of which the behavior is a part, resulting in reliable di�erences
in causal attribution, impression formation, and prediction (e.g. Cousins, 1989;
Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Miller, 1984; Morris & Peng, 1994). The di�erential
emphasis on the social ®eld is further re¯ected in the structure of autobiographical
memory (e.g. Han, Leichtman &Wang, 1998) and individuals' knowledge about their
own and others' behavior (e.g. Ji, Schwarz & Nisbett, in press). Moreover, di�erent
metatheories of self foster di�erent self-protective biases in judgment and prediction
(e.g. Heine & Lehman, 1999).

Similarly, Western reasoning about the physical world is characterized by an
analytical epistemological orientation that privileges deductive logic and the decom-
position of a phenomenon into component parts. In contrast, the dominant East
Asian epistemological orientation is more holistic and emphasizes the relationship
between parts, rather than their component functions. Moreover, Westerners value
formal logic with its emphasis on mutually exclusive truth values (which, historically,
is a Western invention), whereas the Eastern dialectic tradition allows that both A and
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not-A can be true, as illustrated by the Chinese proverb that the opposite of a great
truth is also a great truth. These di�erences re¯ect the intellectual traditions of the
respective cultures (see Lloyd, 1990; Nakamura, 1985) and in¯uence performance
across a variety of reasoning tasks ( for reviews see Nisbett, Peng, Choi & Noren-
zayan, in press; Miller, in press; Peng & Nisbett, 1999). For example, East Asians
have been found to outperform Westerners in covariation detection (e.g. Peng &
Nisbett, 1997), consistent with the higher emphasis on the interrelatedness of
elements. However, they perform less successfully on category learning tasks that
require the application of formal rules and pay more attention to family resemblance
(e.g. Norenzayan, 1999). Because holistic reasoners draw on a wider range of factors
in the ®eld in arriving at a causal explanation, they are less likely to experience
surprise and show more pronounced hindsight biases (e.g. Choi, Nisbett &
Norenzayan, 1999).

The accumulating ®ndings pertaining to social as well as nonsocial reasoning tasks
increasingly challenge the assumption that cultural variations in cognition solely
re¯ect the application of the same basic processes to di�erent, culture-speci®c content.
Of course, universals can be formulated (e.g. `Individuals use the applicable
procedure that is most accessible'). But it becomes increasingly obvious that such
universals remain uninformative unless we can specify which procedures are most
accessible and considered applicable in a given cultural and situational context.
Unfortunately, we are often unable to do so and many assumed universals ( from
attribution to self-enhancement) run risk of `being spurious, in that they describe
processes which, in fact, are culturally-speci®c' (Miller, in press). The extent to which
this is the case is an empirical issue, but that the concern holds for some of social
psychology's core generalizations is by now well established.

Conclusions

In combination, the ®ndings addressed in the preceding sections reiterate what is
usually considered social psychology's signature contribution to psychological theo-
rizing: human cognition and behavior are context dependent. Ironically, we tend to
ignore this insight in the conduct of our research and limit our investigations to a
narrow range of social and cultural contexts. To what extent the current interest is
situated cognition and cultural di�erences will actually change this state of a�airs
remains to be seen. If thinking is for doing, however, we need to pay more attention to
the contextualized nature of human cognition, heeding the core message of our ®eld.
The pragmatic perspective that is at the heart of the motivated tactician metaphor
further suggests that we need to evaluate performance against a criterion of `what
works', in contrast to an exclusive focus on normative models. As the philosopher
Stich (1990, p. 24) noted, `there are no intrinsic epistemic virtues. (. . .) Cognitive
mechanisms or processes are to be viewed as tools or policies and evaluated in much
the same way that we evaluate other tools or policies'.

`WARM' COGNITION: AFFECT AND MOTIVATION

Social psychologists traditionally assumed that motivational and a�ective processes
play a key role in social judgment and are at the heart of most judgmental biases. In
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sharp contrast, research under the in¯uence of the information processing paradigm
initially traced judgmental biases to `cold' cognitive processes and questioned the role
of a�ect and motivation as explanatory constructs. Analyzing the literature that
purportedly demonstrated motivated reasoning, several seminal reviews concluded
that all relevant ®ndings could be explained in purely cognitive terms, without
invoking motivation (e.g. Miller & Ross, 1975; Nisbett & Ross, 1980). As a result, `a
battle developed regarding which of the two, motivation or cognition, was a better
explanation of the phenomenon' (Sorrentino and Higgins, 1986, p. 7). This battle
remained largely inconclusive (see Ross & Fletcher, 1985; Tetlock & Levi, 1982) and
gave way to a synergistic view that suggests that `motivation and cognition are, in fact,
inseparable' (Sorrentino & Higgins, 1986, p. 8). As the examples below illustrate, a
growing body of research indicates that a�ect and motivation exert their in¯uence on
social judgment through the recruitment of `cold' processes, rendering a juxtaposition
of `hot' versus `cold' processes increasingly untenable.

Motivated Reasoning

Dating back to Heider's seminal volume on The Psychology of Interpersonal Relations
(1958), numerous attribution studies documented pervasive self-serving biases ( for a
review see Miller & Ross, 1975). In fact, Heider himself suggested that causal
attributions have to meet two criteria to be acceptable to the attributer: `(1) The
reason has to ®t the wishes of the person and (2) the datum has to be plausibly derived
from the reason' (1958, p. 172; emphasis added). While the motivation-versus-
cognition debate juxtaposed these two criteria, the ®eld has recently come full circle.

It is now well documented, and widely accepted, that individuals' desires can exert a
profound in¯uence on their judgments, consistent with Heider's (1958) ®rst postulate.
Yet, this in¯uence is constrained by the individual's ability to muster supportive
evidence, consistent with Heider's second postulate (see Dunning, in press; Kunda,
1990, 1999, for extensive reviews). In mustering supportive evidence, individuals draw
on the `cold' processes that have been identi®ed as the cognitive basis of judgmental
biases by researchers who attempted to refute motivational accountsÐbut which
speci®c `cold' process they draw on is a function of their `hot' goals. Thus, the `cold'
mechanisms of con®rmatory hypothesis testing (e.g. Klayman & Ha, 1987) may be
recruited in the service of desired conclusions (e.g. Sanitioso, Kunda & Fong, 1990),
di�erent criteria and inference rules may be selected to arrive at desired outcomes
(e.g. Doosje, Spears & Koomen, 1995), complex causal theories may be constructed
to bolster preferred inferences (e.g. Dunning, Leuenberger & Sherman, 1995), or key
concepts may be de®ned in self-serving terms (e.g. Dunning & Cohen, 1992). If these
`cold' cognitive mechanisms do not provide su�ciently compelling support for our
desired conclusions, however, we grudgingly abandon what we would have liked to
believe (Kunda, 1990). Hence, cold processes serve as well as constrain our ability to
reach `hot' goals.

Note that the evolving synergistic view of motivated reasoning is nicely compatible
with the pragmatic emphasis of the motivated tactician metaphor (see the contribu-
tions in Gollwitzer & Bargh, 1996). Gollwitzer and his colleagues, for example,
demonstrated that the use of motivated reasoning strategies depends on the indi-
vidual's position in the action sequence. While contemplating what to do, individuals
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are likely to adopt an accuracy goal and consider a wide range of relevant information
in a careful and balanced manner. Once a decision is made, however, their thought
processes are focused on achieving the desired outcome and re¯ect the mechanisms of
motivated reasoning discussed above ( for reviews see Gollwitzer & Moskowitz, 1996;
Oettingen & Gollwitzer, in press).

In sum, the ®eld has moved beyond the juxtaposition of `hot' versus `cold' processes
and motivation has been assigned a central role in cognitive theories (e.g. Kruglanski,
1996; Kunda, 1999). The present trend to conceptualize the role of motivation, a�ect
and cognition in the context of self-regulation processes will further bolster this
synergistic view (see Carver, in press; Higgins, 1997; Kruglanski, 1996; and the
contributions in Martin & Tesser, 1996).

Moods and Emotions

In a similar vein, the traditional juxtaposition of reason and emotion has been
replaced by detailed analyses of the intricate interplay of feeling and thinking. On the
one hand, cognitive appraisals are a crucial determinant of the emotions we
experience ( for a review see Clore, Schwarz & Conway, 1995); on the other hand, our
emotions can profoundly in¯uence our reasoning processes ( for reviews see Bless, in
press; Forgas, 1995; Schwarz & Clore, 1996; Wyer, Clore & Isbell, 1999).

Following pioneering work by Alice Isen and colleagues in the 1970s (see Isen,
1984, for a review), numerous studies documented that almost any target is evaluated
more positively when individuals are in a happy rather than sad mood. This
phenomenon has been traced to two di�erent processes, namely mood congruent
recall of valenced information from memory (Isen, Shalker, Clark & Carp, 1978;
Bower, 1981) and the use of one's feelings as a source of information according to a
`How-do-I-feel-about-it?' heuristic (Schwarz & Clore, 1983). While each of these
process assumptions has received considerable support, the conditions under which
each one is likely to hold have remained somewhat elusive. There is some consensus
that mood congruent recall e�ects are most likely to be observed under conditions
that foster systematic, elaborative judgment strategies (see Forgas, 1995), whereas
reliance on one's feelings as a source of information is more likely under conditions
that foster heuristic processing (see Schwarz & Clore, 1996). Yet, many studies lack
the misattribution conditions or recall measures that are necessary to diagnose the
underlying process, rendering them thoroughly nondiagnostic.

Consistent with the pragmatic focus of the motivated tactician metaphor, moods
have also been found to in¯uence individuals' spontaneous choice of processing
strategies, linking a�ect and motivation with the self-regulation of cognitive activity.
While the ®ndings bearing on formal reasoning tasks (such as syllogistic reasoning,
puzzles, or anagrams) are complex and inconsistent (see Clore et al., 1994), the
®ndings bearing on social reasoning tasks show a coherent pattern. In general,
individuals in a sad mood are more likely to use a systematic, data-driven strategy of
information processing, with considerable attention to detail. In contrast, individuals
in a happy mood are more likely to rely on pre-existing general knowledge structures,
using a top-down, heuristic strategy of information processing, with less attention to
detail. These di�erences have been observed across a wide range of tasks, including
person perception (e.g. Sinclair, 1988), stereotyping (e.g. Bodenhausen, Kramer &
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SuÈ sser, 1994), the use of scripts (e.g. Bless et al., 1996), and the processing of persua-
sive messages (e.g. Schwarz, Bless & Bohner, 1991a).

From a pragmatic perspective, these e�ects can be traced to the informative
functions of feelings (Schwarz, 1990; Bless & Schwarz, 1999; for other perspectives see
Fielder, 1988; Kuhl, 1983). We usually feel bad when we encounter a threat of
negative or a lack of positive outcomes, and feel good when we obtain positive
outcomes and are not threatened by negative ones. Hence, being in a negative mood
signals a problematic situation, whereas being in a positive mood signals a benign
situation. Consistent with the motivated tactician metaphor, individuals' cognitive
strategies are tuned to meet the requirements signalled by their feelings, resulting in a
preference for bottom-up, systematic processing when the situation is characterized as
problematic, but reliance on top-down, heuristic strategies when the situation is
characterized as `business-as-usual'. Importantly, these mood e�ects on processing
style are eliminated when the informational value of the mood is undermined
(Sinclair, Mark & Clore, 1994), paralleling ®ndings in the evaluative judgment
domain (Schwarz & Clore, 1983). Not surprisingly, however, happy individuals'
spontaneous processing style can be overridden by other goals (e.g. Wegener, Petty &
Smith, 1995) or explicit task instructions (e.g. Bless, Bohner, Schwarz & Strack, 1990;
Martin, Ward, Achee & Wyer, 1993). What characterizes information processing
under positive moods is not a general cognitive or motivational impairment, but a
tendency to spontaneously rely on simplifying heuristics and general knowledge
structures in the absence of goals that require otherwise, again consistent with the
metaphor of the motivated tactician. The impact of negative moods, on the other
hand, is di�cult to override, presumably because ignoring a potential problem signal
would be highly maladaptive (see Schwarz & Clore, 1996, for a discussion).

Consistent with this informational functions perspective, neuropsychological work
demonstrated that impairments in the experience of emotional reactions may
dramatically impair decision making ( for a review see Damasio, 1994). For example,
Bechera, Damasio, Tramel, and Damasio (1997) observed that healthy individuals
displayed negative a�ective reactions to disadvantageous moves in an experimental
game. Drawing on these reactions, they began to avoid these moves long before they
could consciously identify them as disadvantageous, consistent with Zajonc's (1980)
controversial proposition that `preferences need no inferences'. In contrast, patients
with damage to the prefrontal cortex, which controls emotional reactions, failed to
show a�ective learning. Lacking the danger signal provided by a negative a�ective
response, they continued to make disadvantageous moves even after they had
conscious insight into their disadvantageous nature. Findings of this type highlight
the role of a�ective reactions in guiding behavior and illustrate that a�ective reactions
may precede cognitive insight (LeDoux, 1996; LeDoux & Armory, 1999; Zajonc,
1980).

Despite the progress made, work into the interplay of a�ect and cognition su�ers
from a number of important limitations. First, as Bodenhausen (1993) noted, the
induced feeling is often incidental to the task. For example, participants are put in a
happy or sad mood and presented with a person description that allows for
individuated or category-based processing (e.g. Bodenhausen et al., 1994; Bless,
Schwarz & Kemmelmeier, 1996b). Under these conditions, participants are less likely
to engage in stereotyping when they are in a sad rather than happy mood, in contrast
to traditional theorizing that suggests that stereotyping would increase under negative
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a�ect (e.g. Allport, 1954). Yet, theories of prejudice refer to a�ect towards the target,
not a�ect that is induced by other circumstances. While incidental a�ect may be
misread as a response to the target, future research would bene®t from a systematic
comparison of incidental and integral a�ect. Unfortunately, such comparisons
require some equation of the induced incidental and integral a�ect, while controlling
for the presented informationÐa task that is di�cult enough to discourage most
researchers who pondered it.

Second, work in this area has almost exclusively focused on global moods and has
largely neglected the role of speci®c emotions. Theoretically, the experience of a
speci®c emotion (e.g. anger or anxiety) informs the person that the appraisal
conditions underlying this emotion have been met. This information is considerably
more speci®c than the information provided by global positive or negative moods and
should elicit more speci®c changes in cognitive strategies (see Lerner & Keltner, in
press; Schwarz, 1990). Raghunathan and Pham (1999), for example, observed di�er-
ential in¯uences of sadness and anxiety that re¯ect the underlying appraisal patterns.
In general, sadness is a response to the loss or absence of a reward, whereas anxiety is
a response to outcome uncertainty (e.g. Ortony, Clore & Collins, 1988). Hence,
sadness can be expected to prompt a goal of reward acquisition, whereas anxiety
should prompt a goal of uncertainty reduction. To test these assumptions, Raghun-
athan and Pham (1999) provided participants with a choice task that required a trade-
o� between risk and rewards. As expected, they observed that sad individuals
preferred high-risk/high-reward options, whereas anxious individuals preferred low-
risk/low-reward options. The research reviewed above, as well as Higgins' (1997)
work into prevention and promotion motives, suggests that such a�ect-induced goals
are also likely to be accompanied by di�erent processing strategies, a possibility that
provides a rich agenda for future research.

Finally, the feelings-as-information framework that guided much of this work
requires the conscious experience of a�ect as a key ingredient (in contrast to network
models, which, however, are silent with regard to a�ective in¯uences on processing
style). Challenging this assumption, a growing body of research in a�ective neuro-
science suggests that some a�ective reactions may not be consciously experienced, but
may nevertheless in¯uence judgment, raising new questions about themediatingmech-
anisms ( for discussions see Winkielman, Berntson & Cacioppo, in press; Winkielman,
Zajonc & Schwarz, 1997). On the other hand, the observation that mood e�ects on
processing style are eliminated when the informational value of the mood is called into
question (Sinclair et al., 1994) challenges neuropsychological models that attempt to
trace these e�ects to di�erences in brain dopamine levels (Ashby, Isen&Turken, 1999),
a main-e�ect mechanism that provides little room for the emergence of inference-
based discounting e�ects. Disentangling the interplay of biological and cognitive
processes will provide a challenging avenue for future interdisciplinary research.

Conclusions

As this selective review indicates, social judgment researchers have made considerable
progress in understanding the interplay of `cold' and `warm' processes, an interplay
that is su�ciently intricate to render a juxtaposition untenable: Cold processes can
serve as well as constrain the pursuit of hot goals; feelings have informational value
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and are used in forming evaluative judgments like `cold' pieces of information; and
reasoning strategies are tuned to meet the situational requirements signalled by
a�ective states. Further blurring the distinctions, bodily feelings (e.g. Stepper &
Strack, 1993; Strack, Martin & Stepper, 1988) and cognitive experiences, like the ease
or di�culty of recall ( for a review see Schwarz, 1998) or the ¯uency of perception (e.g.
Jacoby & Kelley, 1987; Reber, Winkielman & Schwarz, 1998), are used in judgment
formation in much the same way as a�ective experiences. The emerging synergistic
view of a�ect, motivation and cognition has enriched our understanding of social
judgment and the integration of the core processes in general models of self-regulation
provides a promising avenue for future research.

LESS CONSCIOUS

Although the `unconscious' ®gures prominently in lay persons' understanding of
what psychology is all about, research on nonconscious in¯uences on human cogni-
tion, emotion, and behavior has long been hampered by serious methodological
shortcomings and experimentally oriented psychologists viewed the study of non-
conscious processes with considerable suspicion. Based on advances in experimental
methodology (see Bassili, in press), this state of a�airs has changed dramatically over
the last decade and the investigation of processes that occur outside of the individual's
conscious awareness has become one of the most exciting areas of experimental
research, blurring the boundaries between cognitive, social, personality, clinical, and
neuropsychology ( for recent reviews see Banaji et al., in press; Bargh, 1997; Bargh &
Chartrand, 1999; Kirsch & Lynn, 1999; Winkielman et al., in press). Avoiding the
traditional connotations of the `unconscious', this work usually refers to `noncon-
scious' or `implicit' processes. Several insights from this fast-growing body of research
are of key importance to social judgment theorizing.

What We Learned

First, a growing body of research indicates that `at least some objects in the environ-
ment, and perhaps most, are classi®ed as good or bad within split seconds after being
noticed' (Giner-Sorolla, Garcia & Bargh, 1999, p. 93). These automatic evaluations
occur e�ortlessly, without intention and conscious awareness, and are not limited to
stimuli towards which individuals hold previously formed highly accessible attitudes
(see Wegner & Bargh, 1998, for a review). Preconscious evaluations are accompanied
by an increased readiness to engage in approach or avoidance responses (Chen &
Bargh, 1999) and feed into individuals' consciously experienced mood (Bargh &
Chartrand, 1999). The emerging picture suggests that preconscious evaluative
processing is highly adaptive, `creating behavioral readiness within fractions of a
second to approach positive and avoid negative objects, and, through its e�ects on
mood, serving as a signalling system for the overall safety versus danger of one's
current environment. All of these e�ects tend to keep us in touch with the realities of
our worlds in a way that bypasses the limitations of conscious self-regulation
capabilities' (Bargh & Chartrand, 1999, p. 476).
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Second, unidenti®ed traces of past experience can in¯uence judgment and behavior;
their conscious identi®cation, however, typically attenuates or eliminates their impact
( for a review see Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). A classic example from the social
judgment domain is the mere exposure e�ect, i.e. the observation that repeated
exposure to a stimulus increases liking (Zajonc, 1968). This e�ect is most reliably
obtained when participants can not recognize the stimulus as having been previously
presented (e.g. Kunst-Wilson & Zajonc, 1980), and is attenuated or eliminated when
participants are aware of the previous exposure (e.g. Bornstein & D'Agostino, 1992).
Its emergence presumably re¯ects that previous exposure increases the ¯uency with
which the stimulus can be processed later on (Jacoby, Kelley & Dywan, 1989), and
other variables that increase perceptual ¯uency have been shown to produce the same
e�ect with one single exposure (Reber et al., 1998). Similarly, the typically obtained
assimilative e�ects of semantic priming (e.g. Higgins, Rholes & Jones, 1976) are
eliminated or reversed when individuals become aware of the potential impact of the
priming episode (e.g. Martin, Seta & Crelia, 1990; Strack, Schwarz, Bless, KuÈ bler &
WaÈ nke, 1993; for a review see Martin, Strack & Stapel, in press), much as the
in¯uence of a�ective residuals of previous experiences is eliminated when their source
is identi®ed (Schwarz & Clore, 1996).

Third, a growing number of experiments demonstrates automatic in¯uences on
overt behavior. For example, priming the elderly stereotype induced participants to
walk more slowly (Bargh, Chen & Burrows, 1996), whereas priming the professor
stereotype increased, and priming the soccer hooligan stereotype decreased, indi-
viduals' performance on knowledge tests (Dijksterhuis & van Knippenberg, 1998).
The authors attribute these ®ndings to a direct perception-behavior link that pre-
sumably re¯ects strong associative connections between the representations involved
in perceiving and acting ( for reviews see Bargh, 1997; Bargh & Chartrand, 1999).

Fourth, like any other mental representation, goals can be automatically activated
by features of the environment, initiating processes of goal pursuit that parallel
deliberate goal enactment (see Bargh & Gollwitzer, 1994). These automatic processes
can be intentionally employed to facilitate goal attainment: By forming an imple-
mentation intention that links critical situations with goal-directed responses,
individuals may delegate the initiation of goal directed behavior to anticipated
situational cues ( for a review see Gollwitzer, 1999). This strategic use of automatic
processes has been found to reliably facilitate goal directed behavior (Gollwitzer,
1999), although the automatic activation of goals may also result in undesired
consequences (Bargh, Raymond, Pryor & Strack, 1995).

The bulk of the accumulating ®ndings suggests that nonconscious processes serve
the motivated tactician well and typically facilitate adaptive responses to the
environment (Bargh & Chartrand, 1999). On the downside, however, automatically
activated knowledge structures may be inconsistent with the individual's consciously
held beliefs. For example, most individuals are likely to share the stereotypic
knowledge structures prevalent in their society, even when they do not endorse them
(e.g. Devine, 1989). Hence, the automatic activation of these knowledge structures
may result in responses that run counter to what the individual might want to do
under more deliberate conditions ( for a discussion see Banaji et al., in press).

Unfortunately, attempts to control unwanted e�ects of automatic knowledge
activation may often back®re. Although we can suppress unwanted thoughts for a
limited period of time, we are only successful at doing so when no other task taxes our
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cognitive resources (Wegner, 1992). When we are distracted by another task, or
terminate our e�orts when no longer required, the unwanted thoughts bounce back
with renewed vigor, as Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne, and Jetten (1994) demonstrated
for the case of stereotype suppression ( for comprehensive reviews see Wegner &
Wenzla�, 1996, and the contributions in Wegner & Pennebaker, 1993).

Finally, many researchers hope that implicit measures of cognition may provide an
unbiased window on people's `true' attitudes, an issue that I address below.

Conclusions

This latest wave of social judgment research has made a compelling case for the
pervasive relevance of nonconscious processes and has brought the unconscious back
to the center stage of psychological theorizing. At the same time, it is striking that
many studies lack the independent process evidence that distinguished social
cognition research from earlier experimental traditions in social psychology: How
exactly we get from the manipulation to the e�ect often remains unclear. In fact, we
often don't even know what the relevant process evidence might be. Without more
detailed attention to the underlying process assumptions, however, it will remain
di�cult to specify how nonconscious processes interface with conscious ones. In my
reading, this interface presents the most challenging conceptual task for the next few
years of social judgment research.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ATTITUDES

Most graduate programs in social psychology o�er a course on `Attitudes and Social
Judgment', thus acknowledging the close relationship between both literatures while
maintaining a clear distinction. Over three decades of social cognition research, this
distinction has become increasingly blurred and a growing number of researchers
question its usefulness. Traditionally, attitudes have been conceptualized as `an
enduring organization of motivational, emotional, perceptual, and cognitive pro-
cesses with respect to some aspect of the individual's world' (Krech & Crutch®eld,
1948, p. 152). In subsequent decades, however, the attitude concept has been largely
reduced to its evaluative component and many of the functions ascribed to attitudes
have been reassigned to other cognitive structures. In the succinct words of Daryl
Bem, `Attitudes are likes and dislikes' (1970, p. 14).

In recent years, the study of these `likes and dislikes' has seen two somewhat
contradictory developments. One the one hand, many researchers concluded that all
we assess in attitude measurement are evaluative judgments that individuals construct
on the spot, based on whatever information is accessible at that time ( for a review see
Schwarz & Bohner, in press). Consistent with this `attitudes-as-judgments' perspect-
ive, the general developments discussed above apply to attitude research, from the
interplay of cognitive and communicative processes (e.g. Schwarz, Strack & Mai,
1991c) to the in¯uence of a�ective states (e.g. Schwarz & Clore, 1983) and the role of
implicit processes (e.g. Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). Conversely, conceptualizations
that were initially developed in the context of attitude research can be fruitfully
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applied to human judgment in general, as highlighted in Chaiken and Trope's (1999)
recent volume on Dual-Process Models in Social Psychology. On the other hand,
social judgment researchers have developed implicit measures of attitudes in the hope
that these measures will provide an unbiased window on people's `true' feelings ( for
reviews see Bassili, in press; Banaji et al., in press). If successful, these measures would
bypass the context dependency of explicit attitude reports that gave rise to the
development of attitude construal models, thus reestablishing the usefulness of the
traditional attitude concept. I address both issues in turn.

Implicit Measures: An Unbiased Window on `True' Attitudes?

As noted in the discussion of nonconscious processes, most stimuli are quickly
categorized as good or bad, resulting in reliable facilitation and inhibition e�ects on
lexical decision or pronunciation tasks. While some researchers interpreted these
e�ects as evidence for the in¯uence of highly accessible previously formed attitudes,
others concluded that they re¯ect a preconscious on-line evaluation process ( for
di�erent perspectives see Dovidio & Fazio, 1992; Fazio, 1995; Giner-Sorolla et al.,
1999; Wegner & Bargh, 1998). Empirically, implicit measures are only weakly related
to explicit self-reports and overt behavior (e.g. Hilton & Karpinski, 2000; for reviews
see Blair, in press; Wittenbrink, Judd & Park, 1999). What we are to conclude from
this weak relationship, however, is controversial: On the one hand, it may indicate
that implicit measures live up to their promise and provide a window on attitudes that
respondents do not want to admit or may not even be aware of. On the other hand, it
may suggest that the observed facilitation and inhibition e�ects merely re¯ect the
structure of general semantic knowledge with limited implications for conscious
judgment and behavior (see Schwarz & Bohner, in press, for a more extensive
discussion).

Moreover, recent ®ndings suggest that implicit measures may be just as likely to be
subject to context e�ects as explicit measuresÐan observation that is less than
surprising in light of the history of social judgment research, yet threatens the hope
that implicit measures may provide an unbiased window on people's `true' feelings.
For example, Glaser and Banaji (1999) observed that evaluatively extreme primes
may inhibit rather than facilitate the identi®cation of evaluatively congruent words,
thus reversing the usually obtained pattern. While the processes underlying implicit
context e�ects are not yet understood, their investigation promises to advance our
understanding of nonconscious processes, much as investigations of context e�ects on
explicit measures have advanced our understanding of evaluative judgment.

In my reading, it is unlikely that implicit measures will ®nally deliver the direct
access to individuals' attitudes that the bogus pipeline (e.g. Sigall & Page, 1971) failed
to provide. Instead, it seems more promising to address how preconscious, automatic
evaluations may feed into the processes that underlie individuals' explicit judgments
and behavioral decisions. What has rendered attitude research of central importance
to many social science disciplines is an interest in how people form opinions about
complex social issues and a need to understand how these opinions may, or may not,
relate to behavior. While the automatic classi®cation of stimuli as good or bad is
interesting in its own right, it falls short of addressing the issues that have traditionally
motivated attitude research. To bring implicit phenomena to bear on these issues, we
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need a better understanding of the interface of implicit and explicit processes, which is
arguably the most challenging conceptual issue of current social judgment research.

Attitudes as Temporary Construals

Whereas the work on implicit measures attempts to identify individuals' `true'
attitudes, other researchers suggested that the classic issues of attitude research may
be better conceptualized in the context of general judgment models, essentially
discarding the traditional attitude concept in the process (see Schwarz & Bohner, in
press). At present, the usefulness of a judgment approach is undisputed in accounting
for context e�ects in attitude measurement and considerable progress has been made
in understanding the underlying dynamics ( for reviews see Schwarz, 1999; Schwarz &
Bless, 1992; Sudman, Bradburn & Schwarz, 1996; Strack & Martin, 1987; Touran-
geau, 1999; Wilson & Hodges, 1992). Many attitude theorists assume, however, that
the observation of attitude stability over time and the emergence of strong attitude-
behavior relationships challenges the portrayal of attitudes as temporary construc-
tions. The next two sections address this concern and illustrate how construal models
(e.g. Lord & Lepper, in press; Schwarz & Bless, 1992; Wilson & Hodges, 1992) can
provide a coherent framework for the conceptualization of these presumably
challenging phenomena. Similar considerations apply to the construction of
preferences in decision making (see Fischho�, 1991; Payne, Bettman & Johnson,
1992, 1993), yet space does not allow me to elaborate on the parallels.

For the sake of the argument, I base this discussion on an extreme assumption:
People can never recall previously formed judgments and always have to start from
scratch, based on information accessible at the time. As anyone who recalls that a
movie was boring, but can't recall any details, will realize, this assumption is
unrealistic. Nevertheless, construal models can handle the key phenomena even under
these extreme conditions, as a selective discussion may illustrate ( for a more fully
developed argument see Schwarz & Bohner, in press).

Attitude Stability

From the perspective of the traditional `®le-drawer' model of attitudes (Wilson &
Hodges, 1992), similar attitude reports at di�erent points in time suggest that
respondents have a `crystallized' attitude towards the object that they can `look up' in
memory and report with some accuracy. From this perspective, instability in the
reports suggests that we are assessing `non-attitudes' (e.g. Converse, 1964), that is,
opinions toward objects for which a proper attitude cannot be found in the ®le
drawer. This assumption is circular in the absence of independent evidence for the
crystallization of attitudes. More important, the widely shared hypothesis that context
e�ects in attitude measurement `are greater in the case of weaker attitudes has clearly
been discon®rmed' (Krosnick & Abelson, 1992, p. 193; see also Krosnick & Schuman,
1988). In contrast, construal models specify the conditions under which we are likely
to obtain similar reports at di�erent points in time, namely the conditions under
which context e�ects will be small or absent. Several variables determine how likely
this is to be the case.
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First, no change is expected when the context of the attitude judgment remains the
same, thus rendering the same information temporarily accessible at t1 and t2.
Second, change is also not expected when the judgment is solely based on chronically
accessible information which comes to mind at both points in time, a situation that
may arise when the context does not provide relevant information (e.g. Sia, Lord,
Blessum, Ratcli� & Lepper, 1997). Third, even under conditions where the mental
representations formed at both times include a considerable amount of di�erent
information, these di�erences in representation will only result in di�erent judgments
when the information used at t1 and t2 has di�erent evaluative implications. Simply
replacing one piece of information with a di�erent one of similar valence will not
change the evaluative judgment (e.g. Sia et al., 1997).

Finally, attitude judgments will be similar at di�erent points in time when the size
of context e�ects is small. On the one hand, including a piece of accessible
information in the representation of the attitude object results in assimilation e�ects,
i.e. more positive (negative) judgments when positive (negative) information is
included in the representation ( for a review see Schwarz & Bless, 1992). The size of
these assimilation e�ects decreases as the amount and evaluative consistency of other
information included in the representation of the target increases (e.g. Bless, Igou,
Schwarz & WaÈ nke, in press). Hence, adding an additional piece of information at t2
to a representation of the object that is otherwise identical with the representation
used at t1, will only result in change if the initial representation was (a) based on a
small amount of information, was (b) evaluatively inconsistent (in which case the new
piece of information may tip the balance), or (c) the new information is more extreme
than the average implications of the old information. On the other hand, including
positive (negative) information in the representation of the standard against which the
attitude object is evaluated, results in contrast e�ects (Schwarz & Bless, 1992). The
size of these contrast e�ects is again a function of the amount and evaluative con-
sistency of other information used in forming a standard, paralleling the discussion of
the size of assimilation e�ects.

In short, the variables that determine the size of context e�ects are also the
variables that determine the stability of attitude judgments over time. Hence, con-
strual models (e.g. Lord & Lepper, in press; Schwarz & Bless, 1992) are compatible
with the observation of change as well as stability in attitude reports and specify the
conditions under which each one should be observed. Moreover, they provide a
parsimonious conceptualization of the conditions of attitude-behavior consistency.

Attitude±behavior Relationship

Theoretically, an observed relationship between an individual's attitude and his or her
behavior may re¯ect (a) that the behavior serves as input into an attitude judgment, as
suggested by Bem's (1972) self-perception theory; (b) that the attitude guides the
individual's behavioral decisions; or (c) that the attitude judgment and the behavioral
decision are based on the same input information. Since Wicker's (1969) conclusion
that attitudes and behavior are essentially unrelated, social psychologists have made
considerable progress in understanding the conditions under which strong attitude±
behavior relations may be expected ( for a review see Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). These
conditions can be well conceptualized in the framework of attitude construal models.
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From the perspective of these models, attitude±behavior consistency is to be expected
to the extent that individuals draw on similar input information in forming an
attitude judgment and a behavioral decision.

First, high attitude±behavior consistency is to be expected when the temporary
representation formed of the attitude object at the time of judgment matches the
temporary representation formed at the time of behavior. For example, Ramsey,
Lord, Wallace, and Pugh (1994) observed that participants' attitudes towards former
substance abusers were a better predictor of their behavior towards an exemplar when
the description of the exemplar matched rather than mismatched participants'
representation of the group, as assessed two weeks earlier. Because many exemplars
provide a provide a poor match with our general representation of the category to
which they belong, it is di�cult to predict behaviors towards exemplars from attitude
judgments about the category, resulting in the usually observed low attitude±behavior
relationship.

Second, suppose that the attitude judgment is based on respondents' mood at the
time of judgment (Schwarz & Clore, 1996). In this case, we may be hard put to detect
any attitude±behavior consistency unless respondents happen to be in the same mood
in the behavioral situation and the behavior is inconsequential, thus rendering one's
apparent a�ective response su�cient for a decision. Moreover, any other di�erence in
processing motivation at the time of judgment and behavior is similarly likely to
decrease the attitude±behavior relationship (e.g. Blessum, Lord & Sia, 1998), When
asked in a consumer survey how much we like a Volvo, for example, we are likely to
draw on fewer features of the attitude object than when pondering whether to actually
buy a Volvo, thus increasing the likelihood of mismatches between the two repre-
sentations. In a similar vein, Wilson and his colleagues ( for a review see Wilson &
Hodges, 1992) observed that writing an essay that justi®es one's attitude judgment
can undermine the attitude±behavior relationshipÐin writing the essay, participants
draw on many aspects they may not consider in the behavioral situation, thus
reducing the match between the relevant representations.

Third, as Millar and Tesser (1992) noted, we engage in some behaviors for their
instrumental value in reaching a goal and in other behaviors for the pleasures they
provide. If so, attitude judgments should be a better predictor of instrumental beha-
viors when the judgment is based on a consideration of the behavior's instrumental
implications rather than hedonic implications. But attitude judgments based on our
hedonic assessments of the behavior should be an excellent predictor for consum-
matory behaviors, i.e. behaviors we engage in for enjoyment. An elegant series of
studies con®rmed this variant of the general matching hypothesis (see Millar &
Tesser, 1992).

Fourth, numerous studies have shown that attitude±behavior consistency is higher
when the individual has direct behavioral experience with the attitude object ( for a
review see Fazio & Zanna, 1981). For example, Regan and Fazio (1977) observed that
participants' attitudes toward a set of puzzles were better predictors of how much
time they spent on each puzzle in a subsequent free play period when their ratings
were based on prior behavioral experience than when they were not. Presumably, the
behavioral experience resulted in a temporary representation that provided a better
match with participants' experiences during the free play period.

Fifth, attitude±behavior consistency is likely to be higher when individuals take the
context in which the behavior is to be performed into account when they form an
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attitude judgment. In most cases, however, attitude judgments are assessed without
mentally instantiating the context in which the attitude object may be encountered,
resulting in low attitude±behavior consistency. Hence, attitudes assessed in a `cold'
state, e.g. attitudes towards condom use assessed in a research setting, are poor
predictors of actual behavior in a `hot' state, like an actual romantic encounter ( for a
review see Loewenstein & Schkade, 1999). A similar argument can be made for the
role of subjective norms and perceptions of personal control, variables that ®gure
prominently in Fishbein and Ajzen's (1975) theory of reasoned action and Ajzen's
(1985) theory of planned behavior. As Lord and Lepper (in press) noted, these
variables are unlikely to enter the representation of the attitude object itself, but are
prominent in the representation of the behavioral situation. Accordingly, taking these
variables into account increases our ability to predict actual behavior over the
predictive value of the attitude judgment alone.

Finally, the matching assumption also explains why some measurement procedures
are more likely to identify attitude±behavior consistency than others. As Fishbein and
Ajzen (1975) demonstrated, we are more likely to observe attitude±behavior con-
sistency when we use multiple behavioral criteria rather than a single criterion. In
terms of the preceding discussion, an aggregation across multiple behaviors or
multiple situations increases the likelihood that some matches are included in the
assessment. Moreover, attitude±behavior consistency increases the better the attitude
question matches the behavioral criterion. For example, respondents' evaluation of
`donating money to the Democratic party' is a better predictor of this particular
behavior than their general evaluation of the Democratic party per se. Such matches
between the attitude question and the target behavior again increase the likelihood
that both responses are based on similar representations.

Conclusions

In combination, the above examples highlight that a noticeable consistency between
attitude judgments and behavior is likely to emerge when both responses are based on
similar input information. If so, however, we may hesitate to conclude that some pre-
existing attitude plays a causal role in the behavioral decision. Instead, the observed
relationship may be rather spurious, re¯ecting that the attitude judgment and the
behavioral decision are based on similar representations of the attitude object (see
Schwarz & Bohner, in press, for a more detailed discussion).

At a more fundamental level, construal models question the general usefulness of
the traditional attitude concept. An `attitude' is a hypothetical construct whose use
needs to be justi®ed on the basis of its explanatory power. Yet, there is little that the
attitude concept explains that cannot be conceptualized in terms of more general
judgment processes. On the one hand, a judgment approach easily accounts for the
phenomena that challenge the assumption that people hold enduring attitudes: it
predicts the conditions under which context e�ects are, or are not, likely to emerge
and speci®es their direction and size (see Schwarz & Bless, 1992; Schwarz, Groves &
Schuman, 1998; Tourangeau, 1999). Moreover, it allows us to conceptualize the
in¯uence of individual di�erences between respondents and of questionnaire variables
within a single conceptual framework (e.g. Sudman et al., 1996). On the other hand, a
judgment approach can also account for the phenomena that presumably support the
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traditional attitude concept: It predicts the conditions of attitude stability over time as
well as the conditions that govern the emergence and strength of attitude±behavior
relations (see Schwarz & Bohner, in press). Of course, we can save a beloved concept
by rede®ning attitudes as the memory representations on which judgmental processes
operate (e.g. Lord & Lepper, in press; Tourangeau, 1992), but little explanatory
power is gained by this de®nitional move. Instead, it may be time to acknowledge that
the psychology of attitudes is simply the psychology of evaluative judgment.

EPILOGUE

As I learned from responses to an earlier draft of this paper, the musings o�ered in the
preceding pages may be more controversial than I had expected. Ironically, some
readers interpreted my remarks about blind spots of the traditional information-
processing paradigm as a call for its wholesale replacement, whereas others inter-
preted the section on attitudes construction as yet another indication of this
paradigm's imperialistic appetite. While the latter impression may be realistic, the
former is at least unintended. That humans are information processors is a truism that
can hardly be called into question. Moreover, the adoption of the information
processing paradigm has stimulated tremendous progress in social judgment research.
But more than a quarter century after its adoption, at a time when the information-
processing perspective has become the dominant theoretical framework of our ®eld, it
behooves us well to consider the risk of blind spots. If the reviewed research is any
indication, our understanding of human judgment, and the explanatory power of an
information-processing perspective, will only bene®t from a closer consideration of
the interplay of a�ect, motivation, and cognition, an exploration of the poorly
understood interplay of explicit and implicit processes, and a serious acknowl-
edgement of the pragmatic and socially, as well as culturally, contextualized nature of
human cognition.
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